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Abstract. A necessary and sufficient condition is given for a class of automata to be (homomorphi- 
cally) complete for the ao-product. The result is based on the Kxohn-Rhodes Decomposition 
Theorem. The notion of the ao-product essentially coincides with either of the following: loop-free 
product, series-parallel composition, cascade composition, R-product, quasisuperposition. 
Introduction 
Let us denote by A0 the two-state reset automaton and by A~ the two-state identity 
reset automaton. Given a (finite) simple group G, form the automaton GA by letting 
G act on itself as a right module. Denote by S(A) the characteristic semigroup of 
an automaton A, and put So = S(A~). 
As regards completeness with respect o the ao-product, he celebrated result of 
Krohn and Rhodes can be summarized as follows (cf. [1, 11])~ (The notion of the 
ao-product due to G6cseg [9] essentially coincides with either of the following: 
loop-free product [13], series-parallel composition [1], cascade composition [15], 
R-product, quasi superposition [10].) 
Theorem A (Kxohn-Rhodes Theorem). Let ~ be a class of automata containing 
(i) the automaton A~, 
(ii) all the automata GA where G is a simple group. 
Then, ~ is complete for the ao-product. More exactly, every automaton A is a 
homomorphic image of a subautomaton fan ao-product of instances of A~ and simple 
group automata GA with G IS(A). 
Conversely, for an arbitrary class ~ of automata,/fSo[ S(A ) for an A ~ HSPo~(~), 
then there is an automaton B ~ ~ such that a subsemigroup S of S(B) is isomorphic 
to So. Further, if G I S(A) for a simple group G and an automaton A ~ HSP~o(~), 
then G I S(B) for an automaton B ~ ~. 
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This famous result has two aspects. On the one hand, it gives a beautiful example 
of a complete class. On the other hand, it has certain features indicating that every 
complete class must be similar to it. In other words, the conditions involved look 
almost necessary and sufficient. In spite of this impression, much effort is needed 
to arrive at a nontrivial characterization theorem of complete classes. 
By a counter we shall mean an automaton C = ({1, 2 , . . . ,  m}, {x}, B), 8(i, x)= 
i+ 1, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m - 1, 8(m, x) = 1. Our main contribution is the following. 
Theorem B. A class ~ of automata is complete for the ao-product if and only if: 
(i) Ao is a homomorphic mage of a subautomaton fan oto-product of automata 
from 
(ii) every counter (of prime power length) is a homomorphic image of a sub- 
automaton of an ao-product of automata from ~, 
(iii0 there is an automaton A ~ ~ such that a subsemigroup S of S(A ) is ismorphic 
to So, 
(iii2) for every simple group 0 there is an automaton A ~ ~ with G IS(A). 
The proof of this theorem uses an interesting technique based on shiftregisters. 
The origins of this technique go back to [4] (for its use in similar situations, see 
[3, 7]). Some applications of the main result are given in [5, 6]. 
I. Notions and notations 
By an automaton we shall mean a triple A = (A, X, B), where A and X are finite 
nonvoid sets, the state set and input set, respectively, and 8 :A  x X-~ A is the 
transition. Denote by X* the set of all words over X including the void word A. 
Transition 6 will also be used in the extended sense, i.e., as a map 8 :A  x X*--> ,4. 
Every word ueX*  induces a state map 8, :A->A,  B , (a )=8(a ,u )  (aeA).  Set 
X + = X*-{A}.  The collection of all mappings Bu with u e X + will be called the 
characteristic semigroup of A. We let S(A) denote the characteristic semigroup of 
A. (Some authors prefer to include the function 8x in S(A)--see, e.g., [11]. However, 
the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem (Theorem A of the Introduction) is valid with both 
notions). 
By a semigroup (group) we shall mean a finite semigroup (group). Let $1 and $2 
be semigroups. We write St I $2 to express that S~ is a divisor of $2, i.e., S~ is a 
homomorphic image of a subsemigroup of $2. If $1 is a group, this is equivalent 
to saying that $1 is a homomorphie mage of a subgroup of $2 (see, e.g., [1]). 
Now we recall the concept of the general product (of. [12]). Take a system 
A, = (A,, Xt, St) of automata nd a system of feedback functions' ~,: A1 x. • • x A, x 
X ~ Xt, t = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, n ~> 0, where X is a finite nonvoid set. The general product 
of the automata A, with respect to X and tp is the automaton A = A1 x- • • × A,(X, tp) 
with state set A~ ×- • • × A,, input set X, and transition 8 defined by 
8((a, , . . . ,  a.), x) = (8,(a,, x , ) , . . . ,  8.(a., x.)) 
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for every (an , . . . ,  a,)  ~ A~ x.  - • × A, and x ~ X, where 
x, = @,(al, • • •, a,, x), 
t -  1 ,2 , . . . ,  n. 
In the special case that, for every t, q~t is independent of the state variables 
a , . . . ,  a,,, we speak about an ao-product (of. [9]). Further, if X1 = . . . .  X, = X 
and q~,(al , . . . ,a, ,x)=x for every (a l , . . . , a , )~A~x. . .×A,  and x~X,  we get 
the definition of the direct product. 
Given a class YC of automata, denote by 
P,,o(Y/') :all ao-produets of automata from YC, 
P(YO :all direct products of automata from YC, 
S(YO : all subautomata of automata from ~, 
H(~)  : all homomorphic mages of automata from YC, 
I(YC) : all isomorphic images of automata from YC. 
We shall be interested in complete classes of automata for the ao-product. By 
definition, a class Yt" is complete for the ao-product if and only if HSP~o(YO is the 
class of all automata. For later use we note that HSP,,o(~ ) is just the smallest class 
containing ~ and closed under ao-products, subautomata, and homomorphic 
images. 
Finally, we recall the concept of the reset automaton Ao and that of the identity 
reset automaton A~: 
Ao=({O, 1}, {x,y}, 6o) with 8o(O,x)=8o(1, x)=O, 8o(O,y)=8o(1, y)= l, 
A~=({O, 1},{Xo, X,y},80 with 8,(i,x)=Bo(i,x), 8~(i,y)=8o(i,y), 
m 
8~(i, Xo) = i, i = O, 1. 
Given a word u ~ X*, [u[ stands for the length of tt The collection of all words 
u~X* with lul = tr:(n i>0) is denoted by X", too. 
2. Preliminary results 
In the sequel we shall make use of commutative and definite automata. An 
automaton A = (A, X, 8) is called commutative if S(A) is a commutative s migroup. 
Obviously, A is commutative if and only if 8(a, xy)= 8(a, yx) for every a ~ A, 
x, y ~ X. The following are examples for commutative automata. 
Counters. A counter of length m ~ 1 is an automaton Cm = ([m], {~}, 8), where 
[m] ={1, 2 , . . . ,  m}, 8(/, ~) = i+ l ,  i= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m- l ,  8(m,~)= 1. 
Counters with identity. For every m~>l, we put C~=([m],{~,y}, 8) where 
8( / ,~)= i+1,  i=1,2 , . . . ,  m- l ,  8(m,~)=l ,  and 8(i,~)=i, i=1,2 , . . . ,  m. 
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The automata Z=. For every m I> 1, let Zm = ([m], {g l , . . . ,  £,,}, 8) with 8(/, gj) = k 
if and only if k-  ( i+j) rood m. 
Observe that the characteristic semigroup of each of the automata Cm, C~, Zm 
is the cyclic group Zm. Further, they are permutation automata. Recall that an 
automaton A = (A, X, 3) is called permutation automaton if 3,, is a permutation for 
every u ~ X*, or, equivalently, 8x is a permutation of the state set for every x ~ X. 
The following result is from [9]. 
Theorem 2.1. HSP~o({C~[ p is a prime}) contains all commutative permutation 
automata nd, hence, all the automata Zm. More exactly, 7.= ~HSP~o({C~[ p is a 
prime divisor of m}). 
For later use we note that HSP~o({ Cp I p is a prime power}) contains all the counters 
cm. 
We will now turn our attention to definite automata. An automaton A = (A, X, 3) 
is called definite of degree n ~> 0 if 8(a, u) = 8(b, u) for every a, b e A and u ~ X* 
with l u[~ > n. Especially, the automaton Ao is definite of degree 1. The proof of the 
following result can be found in [14]. 
Theorem 2.2. ISP,,o({Ao}) contains all definite automata. 
Or even, we note that lSP~o({Ao}) =HSP~o({Ao}) is exactly the class of all definite 
automata, for the class of definite automata is obviously closed under H, S, and 
P~o, and Ao is definite. 
A very important subclass of definite automata is the class of shiftregisters. Let 
X be a finite nonvoid set. By the shiftregister on X with length m I> 1 we understand 
the automaton R = (X m, X, B) with transition 8 (x l . . .  xm, x) = x2. . .  x~x, x, x~ ~ X, 
i~ [m]. Obviously, R has degree m. 
The following construction which uses definite automata combined with commuta- 
tive automata will be of special importance later. 
Let X and Y be finite nonvoid sets and m ~> n positive integers. Take mappings 
• l : X = -~ ym-,+l  w" • • u Y" ,  ~2 :X= "~ Y=+~ u-  -- u Y"+" 
so that [~'2(u)[ = [lh(u)[ + n, u c X" .  Let R~.,.,~ =(R,,., 2, X, 8,,.,~) be the automaton with 
Y* ] l lul m,m+l lul+lvl m+n}, 
(UX, B) 
(x, t 2(u)) 
8,,,,d(u, x) = 
iflul # m, 
if[u[ = m and Ivl + i~  n, 
where i e [n], [~h(u)[-m ~ i mod n, 
otherwise, i.e., if [u] = m 
and Iv[ + i < n, where i ~ [n], 
then [1"l(u)[- m m i rood n, 
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for every x e X, y e Y, and (u, yv)~ 1~.,~. (Notice that we could have required 
I~(u) l -  m - i mod n instead of l~ l (u ) l -  m - i rood n for I z=(u) l -  I~,(u)l rood n. Fur- 
ther, the last case in the definition of the transition ever applies with ~'2(u)e ym+, 
Thus, if n = 1, the definition is completely independent of r2.) 
Of course, we have to see that the above definition is correct. Let (u, yv) ~R~,~ 
with lul = m, y~ Y, and suppose i~  [n ] ,  I~,(u)l-m - i mod n. If Ivl+ i~> n, then, by 
[ z~(u) l=m-n+i ,  we have m<- lv l+m-n+i=l t r r~(u) l .  Further, since I v l<n,  we 
have Iw,(u) l  = Ivl + m - n + i < m + i<~ m + n, i.e., I ~ , (u) l  < m + n. Assuming Ivl + i < 
n we have Iv~=(u)l = lot + m + i < m + n, while m <~ I~=(u)l is obvious for m < I~=(u)l. 
Lemma 2.3. R,,,T 2 E HSP~o({Ao, Cm, C~,}). 
Proof. We show that R.,.~ 2 is a homomorphic image of a subautomaton of an 
a0-product B = (B, X, 8) = Cmx RI x Z.  x R2(X, ¢p), where R1 and R2 are definite 
automata. It is clear that C A is a homomorphic mage of C~. whenever p is a prime 
divisor of n. Hence, the result follows by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
Let RI be the shiftregister on X with length m, and let R: be the automaton with 
state set (Yu  {.})m+.-1, input set 
In] x (Y ' - "+ lu - " 'w  Y '+" - ' )  u {*}, 
where * ~ Y, and with transition 
~'(z~ . . . Z .+n- -b  * )  = Z2 . . . Zm+. - - , * ,  
~'(Zl " ' 'Zm+n-l"(t 'Y l" ' 'Yk))={ z2"' 'ztyl" ' '  Z~'~ Yk * . . .  * if m+n-t~k,otherwise, 
where there are m+ n-  ( t+ k) consecutive *'s in the second case; further, zi e Yu  
{*}, i ~[m+ n-1] ,  yj~ Y, je [k ]  and t ~[n], k ~ {m-n+ l,.  . . , re+n- l} .  It is easy 
to check that R2 is a definite automaton of degree m + n - 1. 
Let j~[m] ,  u~X m, te[n],  and x~X.  Define the feedback functions in the 
following way: 
¢p,(X) = ~ ¢P2(J, X) ---- X, 
{2, i f j  ~ m, 
~P3(j, u, x) = ~i i f j  = m, where i ~ [ n] is given by i ~ I~'l(u)l - m rood n, 
~. i f j  # m, 
(t, ¢1(u)) i f j  = m and I r~(u) l -  m -= i rood n with 
i~ [n] so that t - l+ i>~n,  
¢, ( j ,  u, t, x) = 
(t, ~'2(u)) otherwise, i.e., whenj  = m 
and I~,(u)l- m = i rood n for 
i~[n]  so that  t - l+ i<n.  
Set 
B' ={(j, u, t, y~ .. . Y,+m-j * . - .  *)~ Bl je [m] ,  u~X" ,  t~[n] ,y l , . .  . , yt+,,,-j~ Y}. 
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We are go ing  to show that  B'= (B' ,  X, 8) is a subautomaton  o f  B, and  B '  can  be 
mapped homomorph iea l ly  onto  R~.~ 2. Let 
b = ( j ,  u, t, y l  . . . yt+m-j  * . . . * ) ~ B '  
and x ~ X where  u = Xm • • • Xm. 
Case 1 ( j<m) .  Then  8(b ,x )=( j+ l ,  x2 . . .XmX,  t, y2 . . .y t+~,_ j . . . . , ) .  Obvi -  
ously,  8(b,  x)  e B'. 
Case  2 ( j  = m, m - i rood n, i ~ [h i ,  i.e., I l(u)l = m - n + i, so that  t - 1 + 
i~  > n). Let  "rl(u ) =y~ ' • . .Ym-n+i ,  se[n] ,  s=- t+ imodn.  Since j=m and u= 
x l . . .  xm, wehave  b=(m,x~. . .Xm,  t ,y~. . .y t * . . . * ) .  S ince t, i e [n] ,  we have t - l+  
m-n+i<-m+n-1 .  Thus ,  
8(b,  x)  = (1, x2 . . . .  . XmX, S, Y2 . .  Y tY~. .  Y,,,-n+,' * - • • *). 
S ince t - l+ i~n and t, i e [n ] ,  we have s=t+i -n .  Therefore ,  s+m- l= 
t - 1 + m - n + i, y ie ld ing  8(b, x)  e B'. 
Case  3 ( j  = m, I'rl(u)[ - m - i mod n with i e [n]  so that  t -  1 + i < n).  S ince 
1~2(u) [=- t~ l (u ) lmodn,  also [ r2 (u) l -m=- imodn,  i.e., 1~2(u)l=m+i. Say z2(u)= 
y~ ' • . .  Ym+i. Let  s ~ I n ]  w i th  s --- t + i mod n. S ince t + i ~< n, this just  means  s = t +/ .  
S ince j=m and u=x l . . . xm,  we have b=(m,  x l . . . xm,  t, y l . . . y t * . . . * ) .  
Obv ious ly ,  t - 1 + m + i ~< m + n - 1. Thus ,  
8 (b ,x )=(1 ,  x2 . . . . .  .XmX, S, y2 . Y tY~. .  Ym+~' * . . . * ) .  
Because s= t+ i ,  we have  s+m-1 = t - l+m+/ .  Consequent ly ,  6 (b ,x )e  B'. 
Now let h : B'->/L~,,-2 be the mapp ing  tak ing  a state b = 
( j ,  x~. . .  Xm, t, y~. . .  Y,+m--j * ' "  *) to (X , , _ j+~. . .  Xm, y l . . .  Yt+m-j) ,  where  
x~, . . . , Xm ~ X ,  Y l ,  . . . , Y,+m--j ~ Y. The  def in i t ion is cor rect  s ince [Xm-j+~ . . . Xml = j  
I ra] ,  [Xm- j+~. . .  Xmy~. . .  Yt+m-j[ = t+ m, and te  [n] .  It is a lso obv ious  that  h is onto ,  
for  if (u ,v )~ lL~. ,~ with  l u ]= j  and Ivl=m-j+t, t~[n] ,  then  (u ,v )= 
h( ( j ,  u~u, t, v * . . .  *)) for  every Ul e X m-j. Take  a state b = 
( j ,  x~. . .  x,,,, t, y l  . . .  Yt+m-j  * . . .  *) ~ B '  and let x e X be arbitrary.  To  see that  h is a 
homomorph ism,  we d is t ingu ish  three cases just  as before .  
Case  1' (j < m). We then  have 
~(b,  x )  = ( j+  1, x2 . . .  XmX, t, Y2 . . .  Y ,+m- j  * . . .  *) ,  
h (  b ) = (Xm-~+t . . . Xm, Y1" " " Y ,+m-j) ,  
h (  8 (b ,  x ) )  = (Xm-j+l  . . . XmX, Y2 " " " Yt+m-j)" 
Clear ly,  8, , ,2 (h (b) ,  x)= h(8(b ,  x ) ) .  
Case  2' ( j=  m, I~ , (u ) l -m-  i mod n, i e [n ] ,  i.e., Irl(U)l = m-n+i ,  so that  t - l+  
i ~ n). Let  ~'~(u) = y l . . .  y ' _ ,+~.  We have  
and  
b = (m, x l . . .  Xm, t, Y l - - -  Y, * . - .  *) 
8(b, x) = (1, x2 . . .  xm& s, y2...  y,y~... Y'-n+, * . . .  *), 
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where s = t + i - n. Thus, 
h(b)=(x l . . .Xm,  y~...  yt) and h(8(b,x))=(x,  y2.. .  y,y~..,  y'_n+,). 
From the definition of 8~.~ 2 we obtain 8~#2(h(b), x) = h(/~(b, x)). 
Case 3' ( j  = m, I~h(u)[- m -= i mod n, i ~ [hi, so that t -  1 + i < n). We now have 
~'2(u) =y~. . .  y'+~ and again 
h(b)=(x~. . .xm,  y l . . .  yt) and h(8(b,x))=(x,  y2.. .  yty~..,  y'+,). 
It follows that 8~.~2(h(b), x) = h(8(b, x)). [] 
Again, let X and Y be finite nonvoid sets and take a mapping ~:xm--> ym for 
a positive integer m. Put R~ = (R~, X, 8~) with 
v)m x*  x Y*I1 <-Iul<-m, lul+lvl=m+ 1}, 
~(ux, v) i f lu l~ m , 
8"((u 'Yv) 'x)=((x,  ~(u)) i f l u l=m , 
where (u, yv) ~ R~, x ~ X, y ~ Y. Obviously, R~ is just the automaton R~,.~ 2 for n = 1, 
~'~ = ~, and an arbitrary ~'2: Xm -~ ym+l (see the discussion following the definition 
of R,.~,~2). Thus, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2A. R~ ~ HSP~0({Ao, Cm}). 
Let A= (A, X, 8) be an automaton and S a subsemigroup of S(A) with unit 
element. Then, by definition, As is the automaton (As, S, 8s), where As = {s(a)ls ~ S, 
a ~ A} and 8s(a, s) = s(a), a ~ As, s ~ S. Let S be a semigroup with unit element. 
By letting S act on itself, we get an automaton SA = (S, S, 8s), 8S(sl, s2) = sl • s2. 
Let us now start with an automaton A = (A, X, 8) and first take an automaton As 
where, just as above, S is a subsemigroup of S(A) with unit element. It is easy to 
see that S is isomorphic to S(As), an isomorphism being the mapping which assigns 
to s ~ S the restiction of s to As. Denote by h this mapping S-> S(As). Obviously, 
h is also an isomorphism of the automaton SA = (S, S, 8s) onto B = (S(As), S, B'), 
where 8'(h(s~), s2)= h(s~. s2). However, as is well known, B is isomorphic to 
subautomaton of a direct power of As, and we have proved the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. SA ~ ISP({As}). 
This lemma is very useful because it yields that if we can construct the automaton 
As as a homomorphic mage of a subautomaton f an ao-product with factors from 
Y~, then the same holds for SA. The next results show that As can always be 
constructed from A and certain primitive automata. 
Theorem 2.6. Let A = (A, X, 8) be an automaton and S a subsemigroup ofS(A) with 
unit element e. Assume S c_ {B, ]lul <~ m} and e = 8~, Uo ~ X n where m >t n are positive 
integers. Then, As ~ HSP~o({Ao, C,,,, C~, A}). 
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Proof. To simplify the notations, let B = As, 8' = 8s so that As = (B, S, 8'). Since e 
is the unit element of S and e = 8~o, l uol = n, for every s e s there exist words 
u~X"- "+~u ..  .uX"  and u2cX"+~u ..  .uX  ~+" with s=8, ,=8,~ and lu2[ = 
lull+n. Let ff = s~. . . . . s~ for arbitrary u = s l . . .  st~ S t, l>0 .  It follows that there 
are mappings 
TI:Sm._> xm-n+IL . ) .  . .L.j X m, T2: sm-.> xm+I[. .)  . • .Lj X m+n 
satisfying ~ = 8,,~,) = 8~,)  and [~2(u)1 = [~l(u)l+ n. 
Take the ao-product D = ( D, S, 8") = R,~.,2 - A ( S, ~p ), where ~pl(s) = s, 
cp2((u, xv ) , s )=x ,  s~S,  x~X,  (u, xv)eR~:: .  Define the mapping h:D->B by 
h((u, v), a) = fi(8,(a)). We are going to show that h is a homomorphism of D onto 
As. To see that h is onto, first observe (e, v) e R,,,,: for v = ~'~(e...e) or v = ~:(e...e), 
then compute h((e, v), a) = ~(8,(a)) = e(e(a)) = e(a). On the other hand, B = 
{e(a) [a~A},  for e(s(a) )=s(a) ,  s~S,  a~A.  
Now let d = (( u, xv), a) ~ D, x ~ X, s ~ S. Iflul ~ m, then 8"( d, s) = ((us, v), 8x(a)). 
ThUS, 
h(8"(d, s))= -~(8~(8~(a))) = g(a(Sx~(a))) = 8'(fi(Sx~(a))) = 8'(h(d), s). 
Supposing lul = we have 8"(d, s) = ((s, w~(u)), 8x(a)) for i = 1 or i=2. In either 
case, 
h(8"(d, s))= g(8,~,o.)(Sx(a)))= g(8.~,.)(6,,,,(a)))= g(fi(8=(a))) 
= 6"(a(6=(a)))  = 8'(h(d), s). 
Hence, h is a homomorphism. 
We have seen that As ~ HP~o({R,I,, ~, A}). By Lemma 
HSP~o({Ao , C,,, C~,}). Therefore, As~HSP~o({Ao, Cm, CI,,A}). 
2.3, also R~,,,~E 
[] 
Remark. I f  n ~ 1, the integer m can be chosen so that every prime divisor of m is 
a divisor of n. But then, Cm ~HSP~o({C~}) follows by Theorem 2.1, and As~ 
HSP~o({Ao, C~, A}) is obtained. 
Theorem 2.7. Let S be a subsemigroup of the characteristic semigroup of an automaton 
A = (A, X, 8). Suppose that S has unit element and there is a positive integer m with 
S c_ {8, I u ~ Xm}. Then, As ~ HSP~o({Ao, C,., A}). 
Proof. Take a mapping ~': S m --> X"  with fi = 8~(,), u ~ Sm. Define the ao-product 
R,. x A(S, ~p) by cpl(s) = s, ~p2((u, xv), s) = x, s ~ S, x ~ X, (u, xv) ~ R~. It follows that 
the map h((u, v), a) = ~(8~(a)), (u, v) ~ R~, a ~ A, is a homomorphism onto As. (We 
note that this result can be found in [7], too.) [] 
We end this section with a useful fact. 
Lemma 2.8. Let S be a subsemigroup ofS( A ) for an automaton A = ( A, X, 8). Suppose 
that {So,. . . ,  sk} is a generating set of S and n > 0 is an integer with {So,. . . ,  sk}- 
{8, I u ~ Xn}. I f  So is the unit element of  S, then there is a positive integer m satisfying 
the assumption of Theorem 2.7. 
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Proof. Since So is unit element, there is an integer l>0  such that S= 
{si, ". . ."  sit I0 <~ i~,. . . ,  it <~ k}. We see that m = nl will do the job. [] 
3. The main result 
For the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem, we refer to Theorem A of the Introduction. 
Recall that a group is simple if it has no nontrivial proper normal subgroups. 
Let YC be a class of automata. According to the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem, HSP~o(Y Q 
is a subclass of the class ~ consisting of all automata A satisfying that whenever 
G IS(A) for a simple group G, then also G I S(B) for a Be YC. It is interesting to 
look for conditions ensuring HSP~o(~)= YC. 
Theorem 3.1. Let YC be a class of automata. Suppose that: 
(i) Ao ~ HSP~o(YC), 
(ii) C~ ~ HSP~(YC) for every prime p, 
(iii) 
group 
Let 
group 
there is an automaton in ~r whose characteristic semigroup contains a subsemi- 
S isomorphic to So. 
A be an arbitrary automaton. Then A ~ HSP~o(~ ) if and only if, for every simple 
G, G[ S(A) implies G IS(B ) for some B ~ ~. 
Proof. The necessity is just a restatement of a part of the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem. 
To prove the sufficiency, by the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem, it is enough to show that 
(1) A~ ~ HSP~o(YQ, 
(2) for every (simple) group G with G IS(A), A ~ YC, the automaton GA is in 
HSP~o(YE). 
We only prove (2), the proof of (1) being similar. Let G[ S(A) with A = (A, X, 8) 
~. There is a subgroup H of S(A) that can be mapped homomorphically onto G. 
By Theorem 2.6 and our assumptions on ~, we have AH E HSP~(~).  From Lemma 
2.5, also HA ~ HSP~o(YQ. Since G is a homomorphic mage of H, GA is a homomor- 
phic image of an ao-product HA(G, ~p) of HA with a single factor (hint: ~p(g) is an 
arbitrary inverse image of g). Therefore, GA ~ HSP~o(YQ. (We note that (i) and (iii) 
could be replaced by the single condition Alo ~ HSP~o(YE).  [] 
We are now ready to state our main result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let ~ be a class of automata. YE is complete for the ao-product if and 
only if: 
(i) Ao ~ HSP~(YQ, 
(ii) Cm is in HSP~o(YQ for every prime power m, 
(iii~) there is an automaton i  YE whose characteristic semigroup contains a subsemi- 
group S isomorphic to So. 
(iii2) for every simple group G there is an automaton A ~ ~ with G[ S(A). 
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Proof. The first two conditions are obviously necessary. The necessity of (iiil) and 
(iii2) comes directly from the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem. 
For the converse, first note that every counter is in HSP~o(Y Q. Further, by Theorem 
3.1, it is enough to show that all the automata C~, p is a prime, are in HSP~o(X). 
First, let p > 2. Take the symmetric group Sp of all permutations of the set [p]. 
Since every group is isomorphic to a subgroup of a simple group, by (iii2) there are 
an A = (A, X, 8) ~ Y~ and a subgroup G of S(A) which can be mapped homomorphi- 
cally onto Sp. 
Let e be the unit element of G. We show that G contains an element g whose 
order is a positive power of p and such that, for a positive integer m, g = &,, e = 8~ 
with u, v ~ X m. 
Let hi ~ G, i ~ [ p -  1], be an element of G which is mapped to the transposition 
(i, i+ 1) under the homomorphism ~o : G--> Sp. It then follows that hi(a)= hP°~ G 
satisfies ~p(hi(a))=(i,i+ l) for every positive integer a. Put h(a)= 
We have h(a)  ~ G and tp(h(a)) = (1 . . .  p). Since the order of the cyclic permuta- 
tion (1 . . .  p) is p, the order of h(a)  is a multiple of p, say p~q where/3 > 0 and p 
is not a divisor of q. Put g (a )  = h(a)  q. The order of g (a)  is p~. (Note that fl may 
depend on a.) 
Let e=8~,  IVol>0, hi=8.,,, i e [p -1 ] .  Obviously, luil>0. Define Uo(a)= 
(u~-i . . .  upS) q. We have g(a)=8~o<~ ) and lUo(.)l=p q(lud+." Now fix 
a so that p~+l is not a divisor of [Vo[, and put Uo = Uo(a), g = g(a) .  It holds that 
g = 8~ oand g has order p#, further, since the g.c.d, of p#tUol and [vo[ is a divisor of 
l uo[, there exist integers k, l with 
kp#lUol + tirol = lad. 
Consequently, there are positive integers ko, lo, kl, l~ with 
kop luol +/olvol = klflUol+ Idvol + luol. 
PUt u = u~#k~vt~Uo, V =u~#k°v~. We have g = 8u, e = 8~, and [u I = Ivl = m> 0. 
Let H be the subgroup of G generated by g. H is a cyclic group of order p#, and 
e is its unit element. Since {g, e} generates H and, further, g = 8,,, e = 8~ with 
lul = Iv[ = m > 0, from Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.7 we have AH ~ HSP~o({X}) and, 
thus, HA e HSP~o(X ). Since C~# can be obtained from HA by dropping certain input 
signs, C~ ~ HSP~o(X), yielding C~ e HSP~o(X). 
We now treat the case p = 2. There exists an automaton A = (A, X, 8) ~ X such 
that $4 is a homomorphic image of a subgroup G of S(A) via the homomorphism 
~:G-*  $4. Define a ,  by a ,  =4 "-1 for all n >/1. We shall use the following facts: 
(123) ~- =(123), (234)~=(234),  n~ > 1, (123) - (234)=(13) .  (24). 
Let e be the unit element of G and ht, h2e G with ¢p(hl)= (123), tp(h2)= (234). 
¢~fn °tM PUt h l (n )=h l ,  h2(n)=h2,  h(n)=hl(n) .h2(n) ,  n~l .  We have ip(h(n))= 
(13) • (24). The order of h(n) is even, say 2 #- q where /3 > 0 and q is odd. Put 
g(n) = h(n)q; then g(n) has order 2 ~. 
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Let Vo, u~, u2~ X* be nonvoid words with e = 8~o, h~ = 8,,, h 2 = tSu2. Put u(n) = 
(u~.u~.) q.Obviously, g(n) = 8u~,,) and a,  is a divisor of lu(n)l. Fix n so that 2 2(n-1)+1 
is not a divisor of Ivol, and let g = g(n), Uo = u(n). There exist integers k, I satisfying 
Hence, 
k2 luol + llvol = I ol- 
ko2#luol + 1ol vol- k,2#[ Uo] + tllvol + lUol 
for some positive integers ko, lo, kl, l~. 
Let H be the subgroup of G generated by g. H is a cyclic group of order 2 #. 
Further, g = 8,,, e = 8~ for u = U21JklD~UO and v = u:kov~, so that lul = Ivl = m > o. 
The result follows. (Again, note that (i) and (iii) of Theorem 3.2 could be replaced 
by Ao~HSP~o(X).) [] 
We believe the above result o be very interesting. The last two conditions, although 
obviously necessary, are not sufficient. The very interesting fact is that the require- 
ment expressing certain simple automata shuld be in HSP~o(X) turns the conditions 
sufficient. Of course, one may argue that Ao and the counters are not simple enough. 
As regards Ao, this argument has some point. It seems to be difficult o characterize 
those classes X with Ao ~ HSP~o(X). However, if completeness is in question, the 
rest of the conditions might make it possible to replace (i) with some more compre- 
hensive stipulation. Further research should be done in this direction. As regards 
condition (ii), its naturalness cannot be doubted for two reasons. The first point is 
that it can easily be expressed in terms of the structure of the automata in X (see 
Proposition 3.5). The second point is that whenever ~o is a class of automata such 
that, for every class X, the stipulation Xo c_ HSP~o(X ) together with (iiil) and (iii2) 
imply that X is complete for the CZo-product, then Xo must contain an infinite number 
of periodic automata, i.e., automata whose characteristic semigroups have nontrivial 
subgroups (see below). Thus, the simplest automata to choose from are the counters. 
Propos i t ion  3.3. Let Xo be a class of automata with the following property: for every 
class X, the conditions (iiil), (iii2), and Xo ~_ HSP~o(X ) imply X is complete for the 
Oto-product. 
Then Xo contains an infinite number of periodic automata. 
Proof. First we recall a result from [2]. A class X is called a minimal complete 
class for the ao-product if it is complete for the ao-product and for no A ~ X is 
X-{A} complete for the ao-product. It is shown in [2] that there is a minimal 
complete class for the ao-product. Since every simple group is embedded in a larger 
simple group, this implies that if X0 is as in our Proposition, then ~'o is infinite. 
Suppose we are given a class Xo such that, for every X, the conditions (iiil), (iii2), 
and Xo c_ HSP~o(Jf ) imply X is complete for the ao-product and Xo contains a finite 
number of periodic automata. Set X~ = {A ~ ~olA is periodic}, X1 = ~u {A~}. We 
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show that whenever a class ~ satisfies (iii2) and ~ ~ HSP~o(~), then ~ is complete 
for the ao-product. Since Y£~ is finite, that would be a contradiction. First note, by 
A~ HSP~o(~), ~ satisfies (iii~). From the Kxohn-Rhodes Theorem, all aperiodic 
automata, i.e., all automata whose characteristic semigroups have only trivial sub- 
groups, are in HSP~o({A~}). Therefore, ~o-  HSP~0(~) and Y~ is complete. [] 
Proposition 3.4. None of conditions (i), (ii), (iiit) and (iii2) of Theorem 3.2 can be 
omitted. 
ProoL As regards (iiil) and (iii2), the statement is obvious. From Proposition 3.3, 
we obtain that (ii) cannot be dropped either. For (i), we show that there exists a 
class Y£ satisfying (ii), (iiil), and (iii2) which is not complete for the a0-product. 
Take a countable class Y£o = {A, [ n = 1, 2,. . .} of automata A, = (A,, {x, y}, 8,) 
fulfilling (iiil) and (iii2). (Thus, automata in ~o have two input signs.) It is easy to 
see that there is such a class ~o (see, e.g., [7]). Let A = (A, {x, y}, 8) be a fixed 
automaton such that So is not isomorphic to a subsemigroup of S(A) and 8(a, x) 
8(a, y), for all a e A. (E.g., put A = Ao.) For every positive integer n, set 
B,=(AxA,  u{*},Ax {x, y}, 8"), 
where * is a new symbol and 
8,((a,b),(c,z))={(.8(a,z),8,(b,z)) ira=c, 8"(*,(c,z))=* 
otherwise, 
with (a,b)~AxA., (c,z)~Ax{x,y}. 
Let ~ consist of the counters and all automata B,. It is now obvious that Y{ 
satisfies (ii). For (iiil) and (iii2), first note that, for every n, A, is a homomorphic 
image of a subautomaton of an ao-product A x B,({x, y}, ~). (Hint: @~(z) =z, 
@2(a, z) = (a, z), a ~ A, z ~ {x, y}, and the state set of the subautomaton is just 
{(a, (a, b))[a ~ A, b ~ A.}.) Let n be an integer such that So is isomorphic to a 
subsemigroup of S(A,). From the Kxohn-Rhodes Theorem, So is isomorphic to a 
subsemigroup of S(A) or to a subsemigroup of S(Bn). The first case is impossible 
by the choice of A, hence, Y£ satisfies (iiil). Now, let G be a simple group. Since 
every group is embedded in a larger simple group, we may without loss of generality 
assume that the order of G is greater than the cardinality of S(A). Our assumptions 
on ~o give G I S(A,) for some n~ Since A, ¢ HSP~o({A, B,}) for this particular n, 
too, G[S(A) or GIS(B,) follow from the Kxohn-Rhodes Theorem. However, 
G[ S(A) is impossible, so, therefore, G[S(B,). We have seen that ~ satisfies all of 
conditions (ii), (iii~), and (iii2). 
To see that ~ is not complete we prove the following: every strongly connected 
automaton in SP~o(Y£) is autonomous. Recall that an automaton D = (D, X, 8) is 
called strongly connected if for every pair dl, d2 of distinct states in D there is a 
word u ¢ X* with 8(dl, u) = d2. Further, D is autonomous if and only if ~(d, x~) = 
g(d, x2) for every d ~ D, xl, x2 ~ X." 
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Assume the contrary. Let D1 x.  • • x DIn(X, ~) be an ao-product of automata from 
Y/" having a strongly connected nonautonomous subautomaton and such that m is 
minimal with this property. It holds by the minimality of m that m ~> 1 and an 
oto-produet C XDm(X,  ~) also has a nonautonomous strongly connected sub- 
automaton, where C is a counter Ck. Let us denote this subautomaton by D = 
(D, X, 8"). The automaton Dm cannot be a counter, so it is B, for a particular 11. 
Since D is a nonautonomous strongly connected automaton, no state in D has the 
symbol * as its second component. Let (i, (ao, bo))e D and zt, z2e X be fixed with 
8"((i, (ao, bo)), zt) ~ 8"((i, (ao, bo)), z2). 
Put 
8"(( i ,(ao, bo) ) , z l )=( j , (a t ,b l ) ) ,  8"((i,(ao, bo) ) ,z2)=( j , (a2,  b2)). 
Thus, (al, .bt) ~ (a2, b2). If a~ = a2, then, by the choice of A and the definition of 
/In, we have 02(i, zt) = 02(/, z2) ( ~ {(ao, x), (ao, y)}. But then, bt = b2 follows. There- 
fore, at # a2 and, consequently, one of 8"((j, (at ,  bl)), Zl) and 8"((j, (a2, b2)), z~) 
has the symbol * as its second component. This contradiction ends the proof. [] 
Proposition 3.5. Let C,, be a nontrivial counter, i.e., n > 1, and let Y{ be a class o f  
automata. C, eHSP,,o(YC) i f  and only if  there is a multiple m o f  n with Cm ~ ISP~o(X). 
Further, Cm ~ ISPao(Y/') /f and only i f  there are automata Ai = (Ai, Xi ,  8i) ~ Y~, i = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  k, k> O, and integers 1 = too< ml <" • • <mk = m such that 
(i) mi-~ is h divisor o f  mi, i= 1, '2, . . . ,  k, 
(ii) for every i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k there are distinct states a~, . . . , amem,_, ~ Ai and a word 
u ~ X*  with lu l  = m,-1 and 
8,(al, u) = a2,. •. ,  8,(a,,,/,,,_~_1, u) = amj,,,_l, 8(a,,,gm,_,, u) = al. 
The proof is easy and therefore omitted. 
On the basis of Theorem 3.2 it is not difficult to give nice examples of complete 
classes of automata for the ao-product (see, e.g., [7] where a system previously 
given in [8, 3] is further refined). 
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